Heavy Gauge Aluminum or Galvanized Steel Fan
Blades
Blowing away the competition
The Fan Blade from Morrill Motors offers both the superior performance and flexibility you'd expect from one of
the leading manufacturers of fan motors. With smooth operation in mind, the Morrill Fan Blade has been
designed to fit a variety of applications with the features and benefits to meet your needs.

Mounting made easy
The Morrill Fan Blade is engineered to fit all unit bearing motors or 2 bearing motors with shaft adapters.
Hubbed blade options offer precise unity between the motor and blade, and are available for 3/16” to 3/8”
shaft diameters in 6” through 12” fan diameters. The hubless blade from Morrill offers cost advantages, with
permanent mounting and automatic positioning in the orifice.

Silent Performance
Morrill Fan Blades in a variety of pitches are designed for super-silent operation. A major contributing factor is
the use of heavy gauge, high fatigue resistant aircraft aluminum or galvanized steel in all standard blades. The
thickness of these materials dampens the electrical and mechanical vibrations otherwise transferred into the air
stream.

Performance Features
Designed by people who know fan blade assemblies, the Morrill Motor Fan Blade offers maximum air delivery
with high operating efficiency.
Super-silent propeller fans
Two directions for flexibility
Constructed of either aluminum or galvanized steel
Space savings designs
13 different diameters available
available both hubbed and hubless

Versatility of design
Wherever air movement is needed…refrigeration, heating, or beyond…Morrill fan blades are there. Even
situations that pose a tight fit are no problem with Morrill's Space Saver designs. High quality blades designed
for efficiency, this special selection of fan blades minimizes operating space while maximizing performance.

The Morrill Motors Pledge
Since 1946, Morrill Motors has earned the trust of customer around the world. Our commitment to quality and
unique designs is unwavering. Working with you and your team, we will ensure exacting specifications and
performance standards whether you select one of our many current production models, or choose to have us
customize features and specifications to meet your special requirements.
We are pledged to ensure your success. Expect only the best service, quality and value when you specify Morrill
Motors.

